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Chapter 2 

Intramolecular Redox-Active Ligand-to-Substrate 
Single-Electron Transfer: Radical Reactivity with a 

Palladium(II) Complex* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Part of this work has been published: D. L. J. Broere, B. de Bruin, J. N. H. Reek, M. Lutz, 
S. Dechert, J. I. van der Vlugt, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2014, 136, 11574.  
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2.1 Introduction 

 

Redox-active ligands are highly relevant for many metalloenzymatic transformations, supplying 

electrons and facilitating selective atom transfer reactivity.1 Synthetic analogues have recently also 

shown remarkable potential in enabling two-electron redox processes for bond activation and 

formation processes, either acting as an electron reservoir or directing radical-type reactivity when 

combined with transition metals.2 Single-electron transfer from e.g. high-spin FeII or CoII 

metalloradical centers has been exploited to induce selective reduction of substrates in the 

coordination sphere of these metals, which allows for radical-type transformations. However, single-

electron transfer from a redox-active ligand to a substrate without changing the oxidation state of the 

accompanying metal is very rare.3 The combination of single-electron radical type chemistry with the 

substrate binding properties of a ‘noble’ metal could allow for unprecedented chemical 

transformations. In order to achieve ‘isolated’ ligand-based redox processes, the use of a metal center 

such as PdII, which is not inclined to undergo single electron transfer events, can be used. This 

invokes the requirement for a redox-active ligand capable of supporting a square planar geometry. 

Pincer-type ligands are ideally suited for this purpose.4 Transformations mediated by palladium are 

dominated by two-electron processes,5 whereas an intramolecular ligand-to-substrate single-electron-

transfer (SET) will allow for substrate activation via a controlled radical-type mechanism while 

benefiting from favorable Pd-substrate coordination. In order to induce and control such ligand-to-

substrate electron transfer reactivity on a suitable stable Pd platform and to avoid ligand dissociation 

during the redox-state shuttling events, we designed a tridentate pincer ligand containing a redox-

active 2-aminophenol6 (NOH2) unit. These redox active moieties can coordinate to PdII as a 2-

amidophenolato dianion (NNOAP), iminobenzosemiquinonato radical monoanion (NNOISQ), or a 

neutral iminobenzoquinone (NNOIBQ, Scheme 1, top), without formal redox changes occurring at Pd.7 

Intramolecular single-electron transfer reactivity from such an NO fragment to exogenous electron 

acceptors is very rare. Coordination of a substrate that is able to accept a single electron by 

intramolecular ligand-to-substrate electron shuttling (Scheme 1, bottom) would result in the 

generation of a substrate-centered radical, allowing for radical-type reactions with PdII.  
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Scheme 1. Top: Redox states of PdII-coordinated NNO ligand. Bottom: Concept of intramolecular ligand-to-substrate single-

electron transfer.  

We herein report the design and synthesis of a new redox-active NNOH2 pincer ligand, bearing an 

additional pyridine donor to impart coordinative stability, and the corresponding PdII complexes in all 

three ligand oxidation states. The ligand-centered redox behavior of these complexes has been probed 

experimentally and computationally (DFT). When employing organic azides as co-ligands, the 

combined data indicates that single-electron transfer from the redox-active ligand in the NNOAP 

oxidation state to an organic azide occurs under thermal activation to produce a “nitrene-substrate 

radical, ligand-radical” PdII intermediate with an open-shell singlet (singlet diradical) ground state. To 

demonstrate the proof-of-principle reactivity with this ligand-based electron transfer concept, the 

intramolecular sp3 C−H amination of an alkyl azide to generate a pyrrolidine species is demonstrated.  

2.2 Results and Discussion 

 

Synthesis and reactivity of the redox-active pincer ligand  

The NNHOH ligand NNOH2 is prepared in a facile two-step synthesis. The first step involves double 

addition of Ce(CH3)Cl2 (prepared in situ) onto 2-cyanopyridine (1) to form amine 2 (Figure 1, left).8 

A subsequent condensation with 3,5-di-tert-butyl-o-benzoquinone produces an iminoquinone 

intermediate that is reduced in situ by 3,5-di-tert-butylcatechol to yield NNOH2 in good yield.9 

Purification can be performed by column chromatography followed by crystallization from pentane to 

yield white cubic crystals or by an acid-base procedure to obtain a white solid. Although the products 

obtained from both workup procedures give identical NMR spectra, a difference in morphology 

results in poor solubility of the product obtained from the acid-base work-up. The geminal methyl and 
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tert-butyl groups are incorporated in the framework to prevent β-H elimination and to stabilize the 

NNOISQ oxidation state upon coordination, respectively. Colorless cubic crystals suitable for single 

crystal X-ray diffraction were obtained by placing a solution of NNOH2 in pentane at -20 oC. The unit 

cell contains a single molecule of pentane together with one molecule of NNOH2. The molecular 

structure (Figure 1, right) shows no sign of oxidation of the aminophenol ring based on the presence 

of both the NH and OH protons and the carbon-carbon bond lengths.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Left: Synthetic route to NNOH2 Reagents and conditions: (i) CeCl3/MeLi, THF, -78 oC; (ii) 3,5-di-tert-

butylcatechol, 3,5-di-tert-butyl-o-benzoquinone, neat, 140 oC. Right: Displacement ellipsoid plot (50% probability 

level) of NNOH2. Selected hydrogen atoms and lattice solvent molecules are omitted for clarity. 

Colorless solid NNOH2 is bench-stable for months but susceptible to oxidation in solution under air, 

concomitant with a color change to green and broadening of the NMR signals. In the presence of a 

base, NNOH2
 is readily oxidized in solution by addition of Ag+

 or by bubbling air through the solution, 

forming a persistent dark-green mixture. X-band EPR spectroscopy in toluene at 298 K showed an 

intense four-line signal at g = 2.0046 consistent with the formation of an NNOISQH radical.10 The 

simulated spectrum and calculated hyperfine couplings correlate well with the experimental data. The 

DFT optimized geometry (b3-lyp, def2-TZVP) for the deprotonated radical with the proton on 

nitrogen is lower in energy than the isomer with an OH group. Moreover, the calculated hyperfine 

couplings for the optimized geometry with the proton on oxygen correlate poorly with the 

experimental data. The spin density plot shows that the unpaired electron, although highly delocalized 

over the aminophenol unit, predominantly resides in a p-orbital on oxygen (+25% on O, +58% on ring 

carbons, +17% on N), in agreement with the EPR data. 
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Figure 2. Left: Experimental and simulated X-band EPR spectrum of the oxidation product of NNOH2 in toluene at 

room temperature. Microwave frequency = 9.362072 GHz. Power = 2 mW. Modulation amplitude = 1 G. 

Simulated (DFT) g value and hyperfine couplings A (MHz): giso 2.0046 (2.0041); AN
iso +10.5 (+7.3); AH1

iso −11.0 

(−12.6); AH2
iso +3.5 (+3.4); AH3

iso NR (-1.8); Wiso +2.2. DFT parameters: ORCA (b3-lyp, def2-TZVP). Right: DFT 

calculated spin density plot for the NNOISQH radical (b3-lyp, def2-TZVP). 

Synthesis and characterization of Pd complexes  

Ligand NNOH2
 reacts as a neutral ligand with PdCl2(MeCN)2 to give PdCl2([NNOH2) (3) as an orange 

solid in high yield. NMR analysis suggests coordination of the pyridine and secondary amine donor (δ 

6.58 (NH)) to Pd, as diastereotopic –CH3 groups were observed, with no binding interaction of the     

–OH group (δ 6.53).10 Addition of NEt3 in MeOH under aerobic conditions resulted in formation of 

complex 4 as a brown paramagnetic crystalline solid (see cover of the thesis), characterized as 

PdCl(NNOISQ). Infrared spectroscopy confirmed the disappearance of the -NH and -OH stretching 

absorptions, while a broad signal at δ 2.1 ppm was observed in the 1H NMR spectrum, in agreement 

with the formation of a paramagnetic species. For reference, we also synthesized an analogue of the  

of NNOH2 ligand bearing no gem-dimethyl groups (NNO’H2). However, upon coordination to PdII in 

the presence of base, facile β-H elimination was observed, generating the corresponding imine 

complex (see experimental section). 

 

Scheme 2. Synthetic route to complexes 3 and 4. Reagents: (i) PdCl2(MeCN)2, CH2Cl2; (ii) NEt3, air, MeOH. 
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Measuring the magnetic susceptibility of 4 at 298 K using Evans’ method11 gave an effective 

magnetic moment (μeff) of 1.78 μB, indicating an S = ½ ground state. X-band EPR spectroscopy in 

toluene at 298 K (Figure 3, left) revealed hyperfine couplings with 105Pd, 15N, and two 1H nuclei. The 

simulated spectrum and calculated hyperfine couplings correlate well with the experimental data. The 

giso value of 2.0055 supports an NNOISQ ligand radical coordinated to PdII. The calculated spin density 

plot for 6 (93% total spin density on the ligand, 34% on the iminosemiquinonato nitrogen) is in 

agreement with EPR data (Figure 3, right). To gain insight into the accessibility of the Pd(NNOIBQ) 

and Pd(NNOAP) oxidation states (Scheme 1), the redox chemistry of complex 4 was probed by cyclic 

voltammetry. Fully reversible one-electron oxidation (E½
ox = -0.04 V vs. Fc/Fc+) and reduction (E½

red 

= -1.11 V vs. Fc/Fc+) events were observed at various scan rates in CH2Cl2 solution (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 3. Left: Experimental and simulated X-band EPR spectrum of 4 in toluene at room temperature. Microwave 

frequency = 9.382892 GHz. Power = 2 mW. Modulation amplitude = 0.1 G. Simulated (DFT) g value and hyperfine 

couplings A (MHz): giso 2.0055 (2.0059); APd 
iso +12.8 (+10.7); AN

iso +22.8 (+17.1); AH1
iso −10.6 (−7.9); AH2

iso −2.8 (−2.4). 

DFT parameters: ORCA (b3-lyp, def2-TZVP). Right: DFT (b3-lyp, def2-TZVP) calculated spin-density plot for 4. 

 

Figure 4. Cyclic voltammogram of 4 (10-3 M) recorded in CH2Cl2; scan rate: 200 mV s-1; glassy carbon working electrode; 

electrolyte: N(n-Bu)4PF6 (0.1 M); referenced to Fc/Fc+. 
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Vapor diffusion of pentane into a concentrated solution of 4 in chloroform afforded single crystals 

suitable for X-ray structure determination. The molecular structure of 4 (Figure 5, center) shows a 

distorted square planar geometry and metric parameters that are characteristic for the 

iminosemiquinonato (NNOISQ) ligand oxidation state (MOS = -1.00 ± 0.05).12 DFT (b3-lyp, def2-

TZVP) calculated optimized geometric parameters for the doublet NNOISQ ground state matched well 

with the experimentally found values. 

Oxidation of 4 to can be achieved by several oxidants with suitable oxidizing potentials (e.g. AgI salts 

or thianthrenium tetrafluoroborate). A reaction with acetylferrocenium tetrafluoroborate allowed for 

the isolation of complex 5 as a red solid in good yield. Notably, the resonances in the 1H NMR 

spectrum of isolated 5 are significantly broadened in several solvents (CD2Cl2, CD3CN or CDCl3), 

especially for the protons on the NO ring. In contrast, when the oxidation was performed in CD3CN 

with a small excess of SelectFluor®, which is a strong oxidant, solely sharp signals were observed as 

no broadening was observed for any of the resonances. Vapor diffusion of diethylether into this 

mixture resulted in the formation of red crystals of 5 and the one electron reduced SelectFluor® 

derivative, which were separated by crystal picking under a microscope. However, 1H NMR analysis 

of the red crystals of 5 again showed broadened resonances. The reason for the observed broadening 

remains unclear but is suggestive of some type of fluxional behavior of the NNO ligand. Crystals 

suitable for X-ray structure determination were obtained by vapor diffusion of diethyl ether into a 

concentrated solution of 5 in acetonitrile. The cationic fragment in the molecular structure of 5 is 

almost isostructural to that of 4 (Figure 5, right), showing a distorted square planar geometry but with 

metric parameters that are characteristic for the iminobenzoquinone (IBQ) ligand oxidation state 

(MOS = -0.17 ± 0.05).7 The metric parameters were well-reproduced by the DFT optimized geometry 

(b3-lyp, def2-TZVP). The unit cell shows a disordered tetrafluoroborate anion with short contacts (< 

2.7 Å) to both C1 and C6 of two separate NNOIBQ ligands, indicative of partial positive charges in the 

NO ring. Wieghardt et al. have observed similar close contacts between tetrafluoroborate anions and 

(di)cationic Pd(NOIBQ) species.7  

Chemical one-electron reduction of 4 with CoCp2 in toluene resulted in precipitation of 

[CoCp2][PdCl(NNOAP)] (6) as a purple air-sensitive diamagnetic solid (Scheme 3). Using the poor 

solubility of 6 to our advantage, single crystals of complex 6 suitable for X-ray structure 

determination were obtained by reactive diffusion of a CoCp2 solution into a solution of 4 in benzene. 

The anionic portion of this complex is almost isostructural to 4 (Figure 5, left), showing characteristic 

bond lengths for the amidophenolate (AP) oxidation state (MOS = -1.76 ± 0.17) that matched well 

with DFT calculated metric parameters (b3-lyp, def2-TZVP). The unit cell displays short contacts 

between hydrogen atoms of cationic cobaltocenium ions and C and O atoms of the amidophenolate, 

suggestive of partial negative charges on the NO ring.  
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Scheme 3. Synthesis of the one-electron oxidized and one-electron reduced species 5 and 6, respectively. Reagents and 

conditions: (i) acetylferrocenium tetrafluoroborate, C6H6, rt; (ii) CoCp2, C6H6, rt. 

With the series in hand, some clear trends in metric parameters can be observed. Going from the 

NNOAP to the NNOIBQ ligand oxidation states, a clear elongation of C1-C2, C3-C4, C5-C6 is 

observed whereas C2-C3, C4-C5, C1-O1 and C6-N1 are significantly shortened in the NNO ligand. 

These trends nicely fit with the resonance structures commonly drawn (as in Scheme 1). As the spin 

density is significantly localized on the iminosemiquinonato nitrogen in the plots depicted in Figure 2 

and 3, an alternative representation is to draw a fully aromatic ring with an aminyl radical. However, 

the significant dearomatization seen in the molecular structure of 4 shows that this is a poor 

description of the actual situation. A description with the radical located on C6 accurately reflects the 

observed dearomatization but does not correspond with the spin density plots depicted in Figure 2 and 

3. Hence, we have opted to use the resonance structure with a radical on carbon C1 (bound to oxygen) 

throughout this thesis for the iminosemiquinonato oxidation state. Another clear trend is the 

shortening of the Pd1-Cl and Pd1-N2 bonds going from the NNOAP to the NNOIBQ ligand oxidation 

state, reflecting the more electron-deficient nature of the metal center due to decreased electron 

donation from the NO ring. The final noteworthy observation is the increased pyramidalization of N1 

upon reduction from the NNOIBQ to the NNOAP ligand oxidation state, which is the result of 

increasing sp3 character (Figure 5). Very recently, Mukherjee et al. also reported the crystallographic 

characterization of isostructural PdII complexes, bearing an aminophenol-derived redox-active 

tetradentate ligand in all three ligand oxidation states, which revealed similar trends.13 
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Bond XRD DFT XRD DFT XRD DFT 

C1-C2 1.396(6) 1.398 1.423(4) 1.425 1.443(4) 1.447 
C2-C3 1.413(7) 1.402 1.377(3) 1.373 1.343(5) 1.355 
C3-C4 1.397(8) 1.388 1.426(3) 1.420 1.456(5) 1.456 
C4-C5 1.405(6) 1.402 1.370(3) 1.375 1.343(4) 1.359 
C5-C6 1.395(9) 1.403 1.420(3) 1.422 1.434(4) 1.432 
C6-C1 1.450(8) 1.434 1.452(3) 1.425 1.500(4) 1.506 
C1-O1 1.354(7) 1.335 1.310(2) 1.296 1.254(4) 1.251 
C6-N1 1.380(8) 1.380 1.351(2) 1.348 1.304(4) 1.311 
Pd1-N1 1.933(6) 1.961 1.9281(17) 1.996 1.945(3) 1.973 

Pd1-O1 2.004(4) 1.995 1.9923(14) 2.020 2.028(2) 2.056 

Pd1-N2 2.001(5) 2.023 1.9975(17) 2.017 1.969(2) 2.000 
Pd1-Cl 2.3514(16) 2.394 2.3113(6) 2.320 2.2785(9) 2.264 

      
MOS -1.76 ± 0.17 -1.66 ± 0.12 -1.00 ± 0.05 -0.93 ± 0.06 -0.17 ± 0.05 -0.17 ± 0.04 

 

Figure 5. Top: Displacement ellipsoid plots (50% probability level) of complex 6 (left), 4 (center) and 5 (right). Below each 

ellipsoid plot is a view through the N1-Pd1 bond showing the increasing sp3 character of the NO nitrogen on going from the 

most oxidized to the most reduced ligand oxidation state. Hydrogen atoms and solvent molecules omitted for clarity. 

Bottom: Table containing relevant experimental (XRD) and computed (DFT) metric parameters and MOS values of the three 

structures. 
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Characterization of complex 6 in solution 

Complex 6 is sparsely soluble in apolar (non-reactive) solvents, while its highly reactive nature in 

more polar solvents results in gradual decomposition, precluding full spectroscopic analysis using 

NMR spectroscopy. Addition of a slight excess of CoCp2 to a solution of 4 in CD2Cl2 results in a very 

clean 1H NMR spectrum for a limited time, allowing for assignment of all resonances. Interestingly, 

the cobaltocenium protons are observed as a broad signal upfield of its ‘regular’ diamagnetic region in 

the 1H NMR spectrum. This signal sharpens in time and shifts downfield towards the regular chemical 

shift of the cobaltocenium cation (Figure 6). Correspondingly, the observed signals for 6 broaden and 

eventually disappear. Upon addition of additional CoCp2, the resonances for 6 reappear and the 

[CoCp2]
+ resonance moves upfield and broadens again (top spectrum). This observation can be 

explained by the equilibrium depicted in Scheme 4. Upon addition of CoCp2 to 4, the equilibrium 

constant can be determined by the relative redox potentials (for an equimolar mixture: K = 5 × 103; 

ratio 4:6 is 1:73).14 The slight excess of CoCp2 is also in constant electrochemical self-exchange with 

[CoCp2]
+ cations in solution, which is known to cause an upfield shift and broadening of the [CoCp2]

+ 

resonance.15 The ratio of CoCp2 : [CoCp2]
+ is directly proportional to the degree of chemical shift 

difference and line broadening. The observation that the [CoCp2]
+ resonance slowly moves downfield 

upon reduction of 4 to 6 indicates that the CoCp2 concentration is decreasing in time. Chlorine atom 

abstraction from the solvent to reform 4 and [CoCp2]Cl accounts for both the gradual disappearance 

of the [Pd(NNOAP)]- resonances and reappearance upon addition of additional CoCp2. Partial complex 

decomposition is observed in time as resonances of free ligand and formation of a metallic precipitate 

are observed. Performing the same reaction in MeCN with one equivalent of CHCl3 (present in the 

crystal lattice) per Pd-complex and ten equivalents of CoCp2 showed gradual disappearance of the 

CHCl3 resonance. Substitution of the chlorine atom donor for a bromine atom donor (BnBr or CHBr3) 

showed the formation of the bromide analogue of complex 4 by CSI-MS spectrometry, supporting 

halide atom abstraction. The observed reactivity of the reduced complex limits the solvents that can 

be used for further reactivity, as in the presence of alkyl halides the complex is effectively oxidized 

upon halide atom abstraction. Moreover, the equivalent of CHCl3 lattice solvent in crystalline 4 needs 

to be removed by freeze-drying from benzene to prevent undesirable side reactions upon one-electron 

reduction to form 6. 
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Figure 6. Stacked 1H NMR spectra of a CD2Cl2 solution of 4 in the time range of 0 to 14 hours after addition of 3 eq CoCp2 

and addition of new CoCp2 (top spectrum).   

 

PdCl(NNOAP)-CoCp2
+

CH2Cl2
CoCp2

+Cl-PdCl(NNOISQ) + CoCp2 CH2ClPdCl(NNOISQ)

PPh3

PdPPh3(NNOAP) + CoCp2
+Cl-

4 6 4

7

K = 5 x 103

 

Scheme 4. Redox equilibrium of 4 and CoCp2 with 6 and the reactivity of 6 toward CH2Cl2 and PPh3 to form 4 and [CoCp2] 

Cl and 7, respectively.  

In agreement with the equilibrium depicted in Scheme 4, the addition of PPh3 to generate neutral Pd 

(NNOAP)(PPh3) (7) prevents Cl• abstraction from the solvent and halts the [CoCp2]
+ resonance shift. 

Compared to 6, the pyridine protons in 7 are shifted upfield in the 1H NMR spectrum and a single 

resonance at 27.2 ppm (CD2Cl2) is observed in the 31P NMR spectrum, which is a clear sign of 

phosphine coordination to square planar PdII. Addition of PPh3 to a colorless suspension of 6 in 

benzene results in immediate formation of a dark-purple solution containing 7.  
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Intramolecular ligand-to-substrate single-electron transfer 

Intrigued by the reactive nature of 6, we envisioned that the reduced Pd(NNOAP) scaffold could be 

utilized to transfer a single electron to a coordinated substrate by intramolecular ligand-to-substrate 

single-electron-transfer (SET) on PdII. To support this hypothesis, we performed DFT calculations on 

6 with model azide EtN3 (A’) and the corresponding nitrene (B’, Figure 7) as co-ligand. Molecular 

orbital (MO) plot analysis shows that in A’, which has a closed-shell singlet (CSS) ground state, the 

highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) has two paired electrons on the redox-active ligand. In 

contrast, upon loss of N2 concomitant with SET from the NNOAP ligand to the nitrene substrate, a rare 

“nitrene-substrate radical,16,17 ligand-radical” PdII species (B’) with an open-shell singlet (OSS) 

(singlet diradical) ground state is generated. Notably, the α-spin density in B’ is highly localized, 

bearing 87% at the nitrene N-atom, indicative of a reactive radical. In contrast, the β-spin density is 

delocalized over the redox-active ligand, similar to what is observed in 4. 

 

Figure 7. Left: DFT calculated HOMO plot for model complex A’ in its closed-shell singlet (CSS) ground state. Right: Spin 

density plot for model diradical B’ in the open-shell singlet (OSS) ground state, with blue: positive (α) and red: negative (β) 

spin density. R = ethyl (b3-lyp, def2-TZVP). 

To exploit this concept of ligand-based single-electron transfer to generate a substrate radical, we 

investigated the reactivity of these Pd(NNO) complexes in radical-type sp3 C− H amination.18 These 

reactions often proceed via a radical-type mechanism involving C−H abstraction followed by a 

radical-rebound step, or alternatively via direct insertion of the radical nitrene fragment into the C−H 

bond. The Fe-mediated C−H amination of unactivated alkyl azides occurs via a radical pathway 

involving metal-based redox chemistry,19 but a ligand induced radical pathway for this reaction has 

never been disclosed. Upon reduction of 4 to 6 with CoCp2 in the presence of unactivated azide 8 and 

Boc2O at 100 oC, pyrrolidine 9 (∼2.5 equiv with respect to 6), reduced Boc-protected amine 10, and 

nitrile 11 were observed as products (Scheme 5). As 6 was found to react with halogenated solvents, 

thorough removal of CHCl3, which co-crystalizes with 4, is essential to induce (limited) catalytic 

turnover. Control reactions using either 7, Pd2(dba)3, PdCl2(NCMe)2, complex 3 (with and without 

CoCp2), complex 4 (with and without AgPF6 or TlPF6), CoCp2, or CoCp2
+ did not result in the 

formation of product 9.20 On the other hand, amine 10 and nitrile 11 were formed in these control 
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reactions. Analysis of the reaction mixture to determine the ratio of 9:10:11 at various time intervals 

showed that pyrrolidine 9 and amine 10 are predominantly formed in the first hours of the reaction 

(Figure 8). As the formation of these products  decreases, nitrile 11 formation is observed, most likely 

as a result of decomposition of the active species, given that the formation of this compounds is also 

observed in the control reactions. The analogous PdCl-complex of NNO’H2 (which lacks the gem-

methyl groups) was inactive, likely due to formation of iminopyridyl complex via facile β-H 

elimination, which prohibits redox activity of the NO-fragment. Notably, in the presence of TEMPO-

H as H-atom donor, reaction of in situ generated 6 with azide 8 did not lead to any pyrrolidine 

formation, and the detection of TEMPO• by EPR spectroscopy supports the trapping of an active 

radical intermediate. 

 

N3
(i)

N
H

Boc

NHBoc

CN

8 9 10 11  

 

Scheme 5. Conversion of azide 8 to pyrrolidine 9, Boc-protected amine 10, and nitrile 11. Reagents and conditions: (i) 4 (0.1 
eq), CoCp2 (0.1 eq), Boc2O (1 eq), C6H6, 100 oC. 

 

 

Figure 8. Formation of 9-11 monitored in time (average of two runs). 
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Based on these data and supported by DFT calculations, we propose the following mechanism for the 

intramolecular cyclization using in situ generated 6 (Scheme 6); Chloride substitution in anionic 

complex 6 by neutral azide 9 gives species A with an NNOAP ligand, which is most stable in its CSS 

configuration (3A is 10.7 kcal mol-1 higher than 1A). Attempts to find an OSS configuration for A led 

to convergence to the same closed-shell configuration as obtained in the restricted DFT calculations in 

all cases. Loss of N2 generates Pd-nitrene intermediate B, which can exist in three plausible electronic 

states. The open-shell singlet (OSS) diradical is more stable than the CSS and triplet states by 10.6 

and 5.8 kcal mol-1, respectively. The CSS state is likely a poor electronic structure description of 

species B that seems to originate from a mixed description of the Pd(NNOIBQ)+ and Pd(NNOAP)- to 

yield an artificial closed-shell solution. Furthermore, the OSS nitrene diradical B is most effectively 

generated from A (lowest barrier of 11.5 kcal mol−1) via electron transfer from the NNO-ligand, with 

no redox chemistry occurring at Pd as a clear transition from the NNOAP to the NNOISQ ligand 

oxidation state is observed. Subsequent intramolecular H-atom abstraction forms intermediate C for 

the OSS and triplet states with barriers of 20.3 and 19.4 kcal mol−1, respectively. A subsequent low-

barrier transition state for the radical rebound step (1.3 kcal mol−1) to form D was found on the OSS 

surface. For the CSS species, direct C−H insertion of the nitrene fragment in B to form D has a higher 

absolute barrier than the stepwise radical process on the OSS surface (Figure 9). Upon reaction with 

Boc2O with intermediate D, a vacant site is created on Pd, which upon azide coordination forms A to 

complete the catalytic cycle. Reaction of independently prepared D, available by addition of 2-phenyl 

pyrrolidine to 6, with Boc2O also generated product 10 and an unidentified Pd complex.  

 

 

Scheme 6. OSS Pathway from azide 8 into 9 via radical-type sp3 C−H amination with 6; calculated free energies ΔG for 

species A−D and transition states (red) and relative barriers ΔΔG (blue) in kcal mol−1. 
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Figure 9. DFT (b3-lyp, def2-TZVP) calculated free energy profile ΔG°298 K (in kcal mol−1) for C−H amination of azide 

complex A derived from 6 for the three possible spin states. 

 

Using an isotopically labeled analogue of azide 8 (8D), selectively monodeuterated at the benzylic 

position, we established a kinetic isotope effect (KIE) of 3.35 ± 0.1 for formation of 9, which is 

reproduced by DFT calculations (KIE of 3.65). Attempts to trap or spectroscopically observe a rare 

Pd(organo-azide) complex or a hitherto elusive (quasi)stable Pd-nitrene analogue of B using e.g. 

PhI=NNs, AdN3, or C6F5N3 were unsuccessful.  

 

 

Scheme 7. Reaction of 8D to determine kH/kD. Reagents and conditions: (i) 4 (0.1 eq), CoCp2 (0.1 eq), Boc2O (1 eq), C6H6, 

100 oC. 

 

2.3 Conclusion 

The combination of single-electron radical type chemistry with the substrate binding properties of a 

‘noble’ metal could allow for unprecedented chemical transformations. In this Chapter we have 

shown that a redox-active NNO pincer ligand (NNOH2) can stabilize a ligand-centered radical 

coordinated to palladium, generating a paramagnetic PdII platform. Moreover, ligand-based reduction 

of this complex provides access to a diamagnetic analogue that facilitates intramolecular ligand-to-

substrate single-electron transfer to generate a reactive substrate-centered radical. To demonstrate the 

proof-of-principle reactivity with this ligand-based electron transfer concept, the intramolecular sp3 

C−H amination of an alkyl azide to generate a pyrrolidine species is demonstrated.  The redox-active 
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NNO ligand is proposed to dictate single-electron reactivity onto PdII, enabling radical-type pathways 

using a metal that is normally disposed to facilitate two-electron processes. This concept is likely 

more broadly applicable with group 8−10 metals and may provide new pathways for cooperative bond 

activation processes and catalysis. 

 

2.4 Experimental Section 

General methods 

All reactions were carried out under an atmosphere of dry dinitrogen using standard Schlenk 

techniques unless noted otherwise. With exception of the compounds given below, all reagents were 

purchased from commercial suppliers and used without further purification. Azide 8 was synthesized 

following a literature procedure.21 THF, pentane, hexane, and diethyl ether were distilled from sodium 

benzophenone ketyl. CH2Cl2, and methanol were distilled from CaH2, and toluene was distilled from 

sodium under nitrogen. NMR spectra (1H and 13C{1H}) were measured on a Bruker DRX 500, Bruker 

AMX 400, Bruker DRX 300 or on a Varian Mercury 300 spectrometer at r.t. unless noted otherwise. 

GC-MS measurements were performed on a HP-Agilent GC-MS, EPR spectra were recorded on a 

Bruker EMP Plus spectrometer. High resolution mass spectra were recorded on a JEOL AccuTOFC-

plus JMS-T100LP or JEOL JMS SX/SX102A four-sector mass spectrometer; for FAB-MS, 3-

nitrobenzyl alcohol was used as a matrix. Cyclic voltammetry measurements were performed in 

CH2Cl2 (1 × 10-3 M) containing N(n-Bu)4PF6 (0.1 M) at room temperature under an N2 atmosphere 

using a glassy carbon electrode. All redox potentials are referenced to Fc/Fc+. 

 

Synthesis of new compounds 

 

2-(pyridin-2-yl)propan-2-amine (2) 

THF (110 mL) was added to a Schlenk flask containing CeCl3 (15.0 g, 60.9 mmol). After 

15 minutes of stirring the grey suspension was cooled to -78 oC and MeLi (1.6 M in Et2O, 

38 mL, 60.9 mmol) was added dropwise over the course of 45 minutes. After 30 minutes, 

a solution of 2-cyanopyridine (2.11 g, 20.3 mmol) in 9 mL THF was added dropwise to the reaction 

mixture. After 15 minutes of stirring, the reaction mixture was allowed to warm to room temperature 

and was stirred for an hour. The solution was again cooled to -78 oC and aqueous NH4OH (39 mL) 

was added. The mixture was allowed to warm to room temperature overnight. The reaction mixture 

was decanted and the residue was extracted with THF. Organic fractions were combined and all 

volatiles were evaporated. The resulting yellow oil was dissolved in DCM, extracted with brine (20 

mL), dried over MgSO4 and all volatiles were evaporated to afford a yellow-green oil (2.65 g, 96%) 

which was used without further purification. NMR data were in agreement with literature data.22 
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2,4-di-tert-butyl-6-((2-(pyridin-2-yl)propan-2-yl)amino)phenol (NNOH2) 

A mixture of 2 (1.3 g, 9.5 mmol), 3,5-di-tert-butylcatechol (2.1 g, 9.5 mmol) and 

3,5-di-tert-butyl-o-benzoquinone (2.1 g, 9.5 mmol) were heated for 1 hour at 140 oC. 

After cooling to r.t., the black solid was purified by column chromatography 

(CH2Cl2 with a drop of MeOH and NEt3) affording a green oil.* The oil was 

dissolved in a minimal amount of warm pentane and cooled to approx. -15 oC. 

Crystals were collected by filtration and washed with cold pentane affording the title compound as a 

white crystalline solid (1.48 g, 46%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 8.64 (dd, J = 5.0, 1.8 Hz, 

1H, Py-H), 7.64 (dd, J = 7.5, 1.8 Hz, 1H, Py-H), 7.29 (m, 1H, Py-H), 7.20 (dd, J = 7.5, 4.8 Hz, 1H, 

Py-H), 6.98 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, 1H, ap-H), 6.30 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, 1H, ap-H), 1.58 (s, 6H, gem-Me), 1.39 (s, 

9H, tBu), 1.09 (s, 9H, tBu). 1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, ppm): δ 8.56 (dd, J = 4.6, 1.8 Hz, 1H, Py-

H), 7.81 (s, 1H, OH), 7.71 (dd, J = 5.8, 1.9 Hz, 1H, Py-H), 7.55 – 7.48 (m, 1H, Py-H), 7.23 (ddd, J = 

7.4, 4.6, 1.1 Hz, 1H, Py-H), 6.46 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 1H, ap-H), 5.78 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 1H, ap-H), 4.88 (s, 

1H, NH), 1.57 (s, 6H, gem-Me), 1.33 (s, 9H, tBu), 0.90 (s, 9H, tBu). 13C NMR (101 MHz, DMSO-d6, 

ppm) δ 166.49 (Cq), 148.16 (CH), 141.90 (Cq), 140.29 (Cq), 136.59 (CH), 135.83 (Cq), 135.32 (Cq), 

121.39 (CH), 120.60 (CH), 112.29 (CH), 111.71 (CH), 57.52 (Cq), 34.54 (Cq), 33.62 (Cq), 31.19 

(CH3), 29.95 (CH3), 28.63 (CH3). HRMS-ESI (m/z) calcd for C22H33N2O: 341.2592, found 341.2595 

[M+H]+. 

* If 3,5-di-tert-butylcatechol co-elutes during column chromatography it also has the tendency to co-

crystallize. Treatment of the crude product with HCl in Et2O led to precipitation of the ligand as its 

HCl salt, with the catechol remaining in solution. The precipitated salt was collected by filtration, 

washed with Et2O and stirred in a 1:1 mixture of Et2O and an aqueous K2CO3 solution. The organic 

layer was washed with brine, dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated affording the crude product, which 

was subsequently recrystallized as described. 

Complex 3 (PdCl2(NNOH2))  

To a solution of NNOH2
 (179 mg, 0.53 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (10 mL) was added 

PdCl2(MeCN)2 (130 mg, 0.50 mmol). The orange solution was stirred overnight, 

concentrated to approx. 2 mL and pentane (20 mL) was added. The orange 

precipitate was collected by filtration, washed with pentane (5 mL) and dried in 

vacuo affording the title compound as an orange solid (225 mg, 87 %). 1H NMR 

(300 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 9.15 (dd, J = 5.8, 1.6 Hz, 1H, Py-H), 8.10 (ddd, J = 7.9, 7.5, 1.6 Hz, 1H, 

Py-H), 7.51 (ddd, J = 7.5, 5.7, 1.2 Hz, 1H, Py-H), 7.37 (dd, J = 8.0, 1.2 Hz, 1H, Py-H), 7.11 (d, J = 

2.2 Hz, 1H, ap-H), 6.58 (bs, 1H, NH), 6.51 (s, 1H, OH), 5.78 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 1H, ap-H), 2.47 (s, 3H, 

gem-Me), 1.61 (s, 3H, gem-Me), 1.37 (s, 9H, tBu), 1.01 (s, 9H, tBu). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3, 

ppm) δ 167.7 (Cq), 151.3 (CH), 145.5 (Cq), 143.5 (Cq), 142.9 (Cq), 141.0 (CH), 133.4 (Cq), 125.2 

(CH), 121.7 (CH), 120.9 (CH), 114.8 (CH), 70.8 (Cq) 35.4 (Cq), 34.6 (CH3), 34.4 (Cq), 31.2 (CH3), 

30.1 (CH3), 24.2 (CH3). HRMS-ESI (m/z) calcd for C22H32
35ClN2OPd: 481.1244, found 481.1243 [M-

Cl]+.  
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Complex 4 (PdCl(NNOISQ))  

A solution of NNOH2 (681 mg, 2.0 mmol) in MeOH (5 mL) was added to a stirred 

suspension of PdCl2(MeCN)2 (519 mg, 2.0 mmol). After 15 minutes NEt3 (585 µL, 

4.2 mmol) was added and the resulting dark brown mixture was stirred overnight 

under ambient and aerobic conditions. Volatiles were evaporated and the residue 

was dissolved in CHCl3 (60 mL). The brown solution was washed with water (2 × 

20 mL), brine (20 mL), dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo. Slow diffusion of pentane into 

the concentrated solution afforded the title compound as brown paramagnetic needles or plates (730 

mg, 76 %). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, ppm) δ 2.1 (broad). HRMS-FAB (m/z) calcd for 

C22H30
37ClN2OPd: 481.1086, found 481.1080 [M]+. Anal. Calcd for C22H30ClN2OPd: C, 55.01; H, 

6.29; N, 5.83 Found: C, 54.72; H, 6.49; N, 5.64.  

Complex 5 ([PdCl(NNOIBQ)]BF4]) 

 A solution of 4 (24 mg, 0.05 mmol) in benzene (4 mL) was added to a 

suspension of acetylferrocenium tetrafluoroborate (15 mg, 0.05 mmol) in 

benzene (1 mL). The mixture was stirred for 2 hours after which the precipitate 

was collected by filtration. The dark-red precipitate was washed with benzene 

(1 mL) and dried in vacuo affording complex 5 as a red solid (21 mg, 78%).1H 

NMR (300 MHz, CD3CN)* δ 8.70 (d, J = 5.2 Hz, 1H, Py-H), 8.21 (ddd, J = 8.6, 7.9, 1.6 Hz, 1H, Py-

H), 7.56 (m, 2H, Py-H), 7.43 (s, 1H, ap-H), 6.74 (s, 1H, ap-H), 2.09 (s, 6H, gem-Me), 1.29 (s, 9H, 

tBu), 1.27 (s, 9H, tBu). 19F NMR (282 MHz, CD3CN) δ -151.80 (s). MS-ESI+ (m/z) calculated for 

C22H30ClN2OPd: 479.108, found: 478.965. Anal. Calcd for C22H30BClF4N2OPd: C, 46.59; H, 5.33; N, 

4.94 Found: C, 46.63; H, 5.31; N, 4.89. * Obtained from in situ oxidation with SelectFluor® 

Complex 6 ([CoCp2]PdCl(NNOAP)  

A solution of CoCp2 (7.6 mg, 4.0 μmol) in toluene was added dropwise 

to a stirred solution of 4 (19.2 mg, 4.0 μmol) in toluene (1 mL). After 1 

hour stirring was stopped and the supernatant was removed by syringe 

off. The dark residue was washed with toluene (2 mL) and pentane (2 

mL) and dried in vacuo, affording the title compound as a light-purple 

solid (21.6 mg, 81 %). Single crystals were obtained by reactive diffusion of a CoCp2 solution in 

benzene into 6 in benzene. 1H NMR* (300 MHz, CD2Cl2, ppm) δ 8.93 (dd, J = 5.6, 1.7 Hz, 1H, Py-

H), 7.73 (ddd, J = 8.2, 7.8, 1.7 Hz, 1H, Py-H), 7.22 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, Py-H), 7.12 (m, 1H, Py-H), 

6.55 (s, 1H, ap-H), 6.34 (s, 1H, ap-H), 1.84 (s, 6H, gem-Me), 1.41 (s, 9H, tBu), 1.26 (s, 9H, tBu). MS-

ESI+ (m/z) calcd for C32H40ClCoN2OPd: 668.1, found 668.2 [M]+. MS-ESI- (m/z) calcd for 

C22H30ClN2OPd: 479.1, found 479.2 [M-(CoCp2
+)]-. Anal. Calcd for C32H40ClCoN2OPd: C, 57.41; H, 

6.02; N,4.18 Found: C, 57.32; H, 6.16; N, 4.17. 

*Complex 6 was sparsely soluble in benzene and decomposed in more polar solvents precluding full 

spectroscopic analysis. 1H-NMR analysis was possible with a freshly prepared solution in CD2Cl2 

from a N2-filled glovebox. 
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Complex 7 (PdPPh3(NNOAP)) 

PPh3 (2.5 mg, 0.01 mmol) was added to a suspension of 4 (6.7 mg, 0.01 mmol) 

in benzene (1 mL). The resulting dark purple mixture was filtered and all 

volatiles were evaporated affording the title compound as a purple solid in near- 

quantitative yield. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CD2Cl2, ppm): δ 7.96 – 7.83 (m, 6H, Ar-

H), 7.67 (ddd, J = 8.2, 7.8, 1.6 Hz, 1H, Py-H), 7.55 – 7.23 (m, 10H), 7.17 (ddd, J 

= 7.8, 5.9, 1.8 Hz, 1H, Py-H), 6.68 – 6.55 (m, 2H, ap-H + Py-H), 6.34 (d, J = 2.2 

Hz, 1H, ap-H), 1.96 (s, 6H, gem-Me), 1.30 (s, 9H, tBu), 0.98(s, 9H, tBu). 31P NMR (121 MHz, 

CD2Cl2, ppm) δ 27.2 ppm. MS-ESI+ (m/z) calcd for C40H46N2OPPd: 707.24, found 707.25 [MH]+  

Synthesis of Ligands NNO’H2 and NNO’H 

The ligand NNO’H2 without the gem-methyl groups was prepared via a different route as used for 

NNOH2 because using 2-picolylamine with the synthetic procedure described for NNOH2 resulted in 

formation of an intractable mixture. The alternative synthesis (Scheme 8) involves nitration of 2,4-

di(tert-butyl)phenol followed by hydrogenation of the nitro-group to form 2-amino-4,6-di(tert-

butyl)phenol according to literature a procedure.23 A subsequent reductive amination with 2-

pyridinecarboxaldehyde and NaBH4 affords a mixture of NNO’H2 and NNO’H that can be separated 

by column chromatography. 

 

 

 

Scheme 8. Synthetic route towards NNO’H2 and NNO’H. Reagents: i) HNO3, AcOH; ii) H2, Pd/C, EtOH; iii) 2-

pyridinecarboxaldehyde, NaBH4, MeOH. 

Experimental procedure for NNO’H2 and NNO’H: 

To a blue solution of 2-amino-4,6-di(tert-butyl)phenol (0.85 g, 3.84 mmol) in MeOH 

(20 mL) was added 2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde (0.41 g, 3.84 mmol), which resulted in 

a rapid color-change to yellow followed by precipitation of the imine intermediate. 

After one hour, NaBH4 (0.15 g, 3.84 mmol) was added slowly to the yellow 

suspension and the homogeneous mixture was stirred for two hours, after which the 

solution was concentrated in vacuo. The crude product was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (150 mL) and washed 

with aqueous NH4OH (100 mL) and brine (50 mL). The organic layer was dried over Na2SO4, 

concentrated and purified by column chromatography (97:3 CH2Cl2:MeOH), affording imine NNO’H 

as a yellow solid and ligand NNO’H2 as a white solid after washing with pentane. NNO’H2: 1H NMR 

(300 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 8.57 (d, J = 4.9 Hz, 1H, Py-H), 8.3 (bs, 1H, OH/NH), 7.66 (ddd, J = 8.2, 

7.8, 1.8 Hz, 1H, Py-H), 7.23 (m, 2H), 6.96 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 1H, ap-H), 6.89 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 1H, ap-H), 

4.45 (s, 2H, NCH2-Py), 3.9 (bs, 1H, OH/NH) 1.43 (s, 9H, tBu), 1.25 (s, 9H, tBu). 13C NMR (126 

MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 159.63 (Cq), 149.06 (CH), 142.45 (CH), 140.29 (Cq), 137.05 (CH), 136.54 
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(Cq), 136.25 (Cq), 122.46 (CH), 122.23 (CH), 117.79 (CH), 116.13 (CH), 54.21 (CH2), 35.14 (Cq), 

34.63 (Cq), 31.87 (CH3), 30.17. 

Analytical data of imine NNO’H were in agreement with literature values.24 

Synthesis of Pd-complex of NNO’H2 and NNO’H 

Using the same procedure as for the synthesis of 4, coordination of NNO’H2 to palladium 

(PdCl2(NCMe)2) followed by double deprotonation using NEt3 resulted in β-H elimination of the CH2-

group in the ligand backbone (Scheme 9), as indicated by disappearance of the signal for the gem-

protons of the methylene linker and the appearance of a sharp singlet at 7.6 ppm for the N=CH proton. 

Additionally, upon coordination of imine ligand NNO’H to palladium in the presence of equimolar 

amount of base, the same intense blue color was observed. Further analysis revealed identical UV/Vis 

spectra and chemical shifts in NMR spectroscopy. Base-catalyzed β-H elimination from bidentate 2-

aminopyridyl ligands coordinated to PdII has been reported previously.25 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3, 

ppm): δ 8.45 (d, J = 5.3 Hz, 1H, Py-H), 7.73 (dd, J = 7.8, 1.6 Hz, 1H, Py-H), 7.59 (s, 1H, N=CH), 

7.45 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, Py-H), 7.09 (m, 2H, Py-H + ap-H), 6.75 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 1H, ap-H), 1.33 (s, 

9H, tBu), 1.24 (s, 9H, tBu). 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3, ppm): δ 162.02, 151.62, 142.70, 142.57, 

140.47, 139.50, 135.20, 130.41, 125.91, 125.46, 123.26, 111.35, 35.48, 34.40, 31.40, 29.41. 

 

 

Scheme 9. Synthetic route to PdCl(NNO’) starting from either NNO’H2 or NNO’H. Reagents: (i) PdCl2(MeCN)2, CH2Cl2, 

NEt3; (ii) NEt3, air, CDCl3. 

Reactivity of 6 with azide 8 

Inside an N2-filled glovebox a solution of CoCp2 (1.2 mg, 6 μmol) in benzene (3 mL) was added to a 

solution of 4 (2.8 mg, 6 μmol), 8 (10.4 mg, 60 μmol) and Boc2O (13.0 mg, 60 μmol) in benzene (2 

mL). The purple mixture was transferred to a pressure-tube and heated at 100 oC for 24 hours. After 

cooling to r.t., 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene was added as an internal standard. All volatiles were 

evaporated in vacuo and the crude product (mixture of rotamers) was analyzed by NMR spectroscopy 

(CDCl3, solutions were filtered through a Teflon syringe filter prior to analysis) and GC-MS, which 

showed formation of 9 (~1:1 to the initial amount of 4), 10 and 11. A two-stage filtration over silica 

(DCM  DCM/MeOH 95/5) resulted in separation of 9 from 10 and 11 (10, 11 and starting material 

in first fraction; 9 in second fraction). NMR data of 9 were in agreement with the literature values.19 

Furthermore, the NMR data and GC retention times of 9 were identical to the product of a reaction 

between 2-phenylpyrrolidine and Boc2O. 
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In-situ generation of intermediate D and reactivity with Boc2O 

A solution of CoCp2 (1.9 mg, 0.01 mmol) in C6D6 (0.4 mL) was added to a brown solution of 4 (4.8 

mg, 0.01 mmol) and 2-phenylpyrrolidine (3.0 mg, 0.02 mmol) in C6D6 (0.4 mL). The resulting purple 

mixture was analyzed by 1H NMR spectroscopy. Subsequently, Boc2O (4.6 mg, 0.02 mmol) was 

added to the mixture and the mixture was analyzed by 1H NMR spectroscopy. In time the color 

changed from purple to yellow. Upon addition of Boc2O, 1H NMR analysis showed full conversion of 

intermediate D to 9 and no diamagnetic signals belonging to to the ligand were visible. EPR analysis 

of the yellow solution showed a similar pattern to that of 4.  

Synthesis of 10 by hydrogenolysis/Boc protection of 8 

A suspension of 11 mg 8 (0.06 mmol) and 17 mg Pd/C (10%) in 10 mL MeOH was stirred under an 

H2 atmosphere overnight. Filtration and evaporation yielded the corresponding amine. Addition of 14 

mg Boc2O (0.06 mmol) in 0.8 mL CDCl3 resulted in full conversion to 10. Spectroscopic data of the 

product was identical to 10 obtained from the reaction depicted in Scheme 5. The -NH resonance at 

4.5 ppm slowly exchanges with D2O. 

Synthesis of monodeuterated azide substrate 5D 

Monodeuterated azide 8D was prepared according to slightly modified literature procedures (scheme 

x)19,21,26 starting from commercially available cyclopropylmagnesium bromide (1.0 M in 2-MeTHF) 

instead of a freshly prepared solution in THF. Grignard addition of the cyclopropylmagnesium 

bromide to benzaldehyde-α-d1 (10) followed by nucleophilic attack of the oxygen on acetyl chloride 

produces a cyclopropyl intermediate. Nucleophilic addition of halide to the cyclopropane results in 

ring opening with concominant elimination of acetic acid to produce alkene 11. Selective 

hydrogenation of the vinylic double bond using Pd/C and H2 affords 12, which upon reaction with 

NaN3 produces the monodeuterated alkyl azide 8D. Analytical data of the obtained products were 

identical with literature data, except for the higher Br:Cl ratio for 11 and 12.  

 

Kinetic Isotope Experiment 

The selectively monodeuterated alkylazide was reacted analogously to the non-deuterated azide at 100 
oC in threefold. The kH/kD ratio was determined by analysis of the isotopic ratio in the product using 

a JEOL AccuTOF GCv4G GC-HRMS. The found value of 3.35 ± 0.11 is reproduced well by the DFT 

calculated value of 3.65. 
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Crystallographic details 

Complex 4: 

C22H30ClN2OPd · CHCl3, Fw = 599.70, orange-brown needle, 0.61  0.14  0.08 mm3, monoclinic, 

P21/c (no. 14), a = 16.7350(8), b = 9.6686(5), c = 16.2668(7) Å,  = 93.017(2) º, V = 2628.4(2) Å3, Z 

= 4, Dx = 1.515 g/cm3,  = 1.13 mm-1. 28040 Reflections were measured on a Bruker Kappa ApexII 

diffractometer with sealed tube and Triumph monochromator ( = 0.71073 Å) at a temperature of 

150(2) K up to a resolution of (sin /)max = 0.65 Å-1. Intensity data were integrated with the Eval15 

software27 using a model for large anisotropic mosaicity.28 Multiscan absorption correction and 

scaling was performed with SADABS29 (correction range 0.63-0.75). 6044 Reflections were unique 

(Rint = 0.020), of which 5297 were observed [I>2(I)]. The structure was solved with the program 

SHELXS-9730 Least-squares refinement was performed with SHELXL-201330 against F2 of all 

reflections. Non-hydrogen atoms were refined freely with anisotropic displacement parameters. 

Hydrogen atoms were introduced in calculated positions and refined with a riding model. 288 

Parameters were refined with 3 restraints (for C-Cl distances in the CHCl3 molecule). R1/wR2 [I > 

2(I)]: 0.0255 / 0.0619. R1/wR2 [all refl.]: 0.0318 / 0.0648. S = 1.030. Residual electron density 

between -0.80 and 0.92 e/Å3. Geometry calculations and checking for higher symmetry were 

performed with the PLATON program.31 

Complex 5:  

C22H30BClF4N2OPd, Fw = 567.14, brown plate, 0.61  0.14  0.08 mm3, triclinic, P-1 (no. 2), a = 

7.3768(4), b = 12.0798(7), c = 15.1667(9) Å,  = 93.531(3),  = 89.979(4),  = 107.760(3)º, V = 

1284.41(13) Å3, Z = 2, Dx = 1.466 g/cm3,  = 0.871 mm-1. 31066 Reflections were measured on a 

Bruker Quest Eco diffractometer with sealed tube and Triumph monochromator ( = 0.71073 Å) at a 

temperature of 150(2) K up to a resolution of (sin /)max = 0.65 Å-1. Intensity data were integrated 

with the Saint software. Multiscan absorption correction and scaling was performed. 4607 Reflections 

were unique (Rint = 0.0874), of which 3779 were observed [I>2(I)]. The structure was solved with 

the program SHELXL-97. Least-squares refinement was performed with SHELXT-2013 against F2 of 

all reflections. Non-hydrogen atoms were refined freely with anisotropic displacement parameters. 

470 Parameters were refined with 0 restraints. R1/wR2 [I > 2(I)]: 0.0339 / 0.628. R1/wR2 [all refl.]: 

0.0518 / 0.679. S = 0.970. Residual electron density between -0.40 and 0.49 e/Å3. 

 

Complex 6: 

C32H40ClCoN2OPd · C6H6 · 1/2 H2O, Fw = 755.55, purple needle, 0.260  0.130  0.100 mm3, 

triclinic, P-1, a = 9.0399(5), b = 9.7093(5), c = 23.0313(13) Å, α = 98.706(5) º,  = 90.011(5) º,γ = 

117.738(4) º, V = 1762.79(18) Å3, Z = 2, Dx = 1.423 g/cm3,  = 1.089 mm-1. 20629 Reflections were 

measured on a STOE IPDS II diffractometer (graphite monochromated Mo-Kα radiation, λ = 0.71073 

Å) by use of ω scans at –140 °C. The structure was solved by direct methods (SHELXS) and refined 

on F2 using all reflections with SHELXL-2013.30 The non-hydrogen atoms were refined 
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anisotropically. Hydrogen atoms were placed in calculated positions and assigned to an isotropic 

displacement parameter of 1.2 / 1.5 Ueq(C). Hydrogen atoms bound to the oxygen atom of the water 

molecule could not be located. The crystal under investigation was found to be twinned (twin law: 1  

0  0, -1 -1 0,  0 0 -1; twin ratio: 0.532(2) / 0.477(2)). Face-indexed absorption correction was 

performed numerically with the program X-RED.32 

CCDC 980829 (4) and 988172 (6) contain the additional supplementary crystallographic data. These 

data can be obtained free of charge from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via 

www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif. 

3. Computational details 

Geometry optimizations were carried out using TURBOMOLE33 coupled with the PQS Baker 

optimizer34 via the BOpt package35 at the DFT level using the b3-lyp functional and the def2-TZVP 

basis set. All minima (no imaginary frequencies) and transition states (one imaginary frequency) were 

characterized by numerically calculating the Hessian matrix.  

Calculated EPR spectra were obtained with ORCA36 (DFT: b3-lyp, def2-TZVP) level, using 

Turbomole optimized geometries. The corrected broken symmetry energies εBS of the open-shell 

singlets (S = 0) was estimated from the energy from the energy εS of the optimized single-determinant 

broken symmetry solution and the energy εS+1 from a separate unrestricted triplet calculation at the 

same level, using the approximate correction formula:37 

 

ε
ε 	–	 ε

	–	
 

 

The tert-butyl groups on the aminophenolate moiety were replaced by protons for the calculated 

energy profile to decrease computation-time.  
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